Hi, I'm the Scent Genius. Let me help you make your own personal scent. To get started just tap my nose.

Hi, who are you?

Name: 
Age: 
Gender:  □ Male  □ Female
Smell Mode:  □ Beginner  □ Advanced
Sound:  □ None  □ Time Saver  □ Full Audio
Let me introduce you to my Smell Lab

**Smell Lab**

Perfume is a **Mixture of Fragrant Notes**.

The notes develop over time, from the **Top**, to the **Middle** to the **Bottom**.

- **Top Notes**: The first scent that you smell when you spray or apply perfume. Because they are lighter, they disappear first. They form your first impression of a perfume. Experienced during the first 15 minutes.
- **Middle Notes**: The “heart” of perfume. They support other Top Notes or carry perfume. Middle Notes are sensed and stay longer on your skin. They are not as fresh as the Top Notes but not as solid as the Bottom Notes. They are experienced between 1 and 3 hours.
- **Bottom Notes**: The foundation of perfume. The actual smell you still smell the next day but they are mingling well with you even after the Top and Middle Notes have sunk and dissipated.

**Smell Lab**

**Step 1** → **Smell + Pick**

To create your personal scent, first pick your “NOTES”.

Smell and choose 1 of each of the following:

- **Top Notes**:
  - Bergamot
  - Pear
  - Chocolate

- **Middle Notes**:
  - Rose
  - Orange Flower
  - Lavender

- **Bottom Notes**:
  - Cedarwood
  - Vanilla
  - Musk

Let me blend these three notes for you. Place your nose over the flower and touch my nose.

Now choose your favorite notes and give your scent a name.